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Save The Last Bullet For Yourself:  An Army Holster With History 

By Jim Mountain 

Collectors, consider for a moment how many holsters have you observed that would qualify as Iconic? For 
that matter, how rare it is for anything to bear such status, as to graphically portray an historic era? 

This holster of black bridle leather, a pattern adopted in 1863 to conform to both the Colt and Remington 
army revolvers, was made by E Gaylord of Chicopee, Massachusetts, one of several contractors who 
collectively produced over three hundred thousand of its type through 1866.[1] 

The Civil War holster was probably an early Indian Wars issue as it lacks the typical post war 
modifications common to this pattern; however, at a glance we see nestled onto the lower body a loop of 
black bridle leather, an appendage that never would have been sanctioned by the Ordnance Department. 
Further up from the loop, the leather bulges in memory, first a barrel wedge from a Colt Army then later in 
its life, an ejector rod housing pushing outward by either a Colt Richards Conversion or a Colt Single 
Action Army revolver. With a little gentle persuasion the loop embraces a Benet primed .45- caliber 
cartridge. So what would have prompted the loops’ addition? 

“Save the last bullet for yourself,” was sage advice, not to be taken frivolously, if you were fighting Indians 
in the “old west.” Hardened veterans or new recruits had quickly come to recognize the horrific 
consequences of being captured by their feathered antagonist. Suicide had indeed became a main 
consideration and was forefront on the soldier’s mind, a resolve not to be taken alive.[2] 

With two major incidents, The Fetterman Massacre in December of 1866, near Fort Phil Kearny on the 
Bozeman Trail, and The Little Big Horn Fight better known as “Custer’s Last Stand” in America’s 
Centennial year of 1876, along with near countless other depredations, fighting “Low” the Indian had 
certainly pierced the psyche of every soldier, with the prevailing thought of torturous death before a contest 
even began. 



The soldier who had the mindset to alter this holster to accommodate his fear, must have thought out a 
scenario that when in heated battle, blazing away at his adversary, he would not need to consciously keep 
track of cartridges expended in the cylinder of his revolver with comfort in knowing that within his 
immediate grasp was his .45 caliber harbinger of death, strategically placed, inches from his grasp. 

During the Indian Wars the Army’s accoutrements underwent many changes due to the demands of 
campaign experience and general service in the west. But I have not seen any modifications that allowed 
fear to morph into practical application. 

This holster exhibits true testimony to a turbulent time in our Nation’s history, and in iconic fashion 
stretches our imagination to contemplate its place in that historic era. 

[1] U.S. Military Holsters and Pistol Cartridge Boxes, Edward Scott Meadows; Taylor Publishing Co., 
Dallas, Texas, 1987; page 53. 
[2] Keep The Last Bullet For Yourself, The True Story of Custer’s Last Stand, by Thomas B. Marquis; 
Two Continents Publishing Group, Ltd, NY, 1976; page 179. 
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